Run Report Medico’s Run 2204
Whites Hill Reserve, Boundary Rd, Camp Hill (hare Miles O’toole)
About three weeks ago Miles was talking up his ‘RUN of THE YEAR’ “Best ON ON food” , in Camp Hill. I
was yet to be convinced, and after doing the run and eating the burnt offerings, I am now fully
convinced , MILES is full of S_IT. Run of the year, maybe if set by a blind man with a drunk dog,
speaking of which the dog obviously cannot smell, because it was unaware of the burning of the
Snags…. Oh the only doctor of note was Vasso,. Not sure where Miles got his idea from for a medico’s
run. See the damage list at the end of the report…
To start with Poor directions, (Whites Hill Reserve, Boundary Rd, Camp Hill) is a big area, with loads of
places to start a run from, one chalk circle and an arrow only pointing away from the lower section
main car park makes it difficult to find the start. I found only myself, Tinkerbell, Even Optus and
Dimprick, waiting, and waiting, and waiting, and waiting until dark, then more waiting, and still only
Gruesome turned up. But he too was unsure of where we were to start. Tinkerbell with some more
chalk went for an early run to put a few arrows on the road indicating where to start from, HOLLY
SHIT, 20 Hash men turned up within a minute.
Then we stood around waiting for the hares to get back. NOPE, not a sign of them, USUAL MILES never
on time, or always hiding in the bushes to see what happens rather than be at the start and cop
abuse. Usually Kimbies and Leach head off early, yep their slow movements into the dark before the
circle was called. The rest of us waited.
We did see some driving skills from Ron the Bomb, who looked like he wanted to do a 15 point U-turn,
and possibly crash into the closest car to make sure he was able to leave early. Oh and a young lady
doing touch training, running in circles dumping the ball and picking it up again.
With the start of Interhash not too far away we were down a few numbers including the GM, and others
who were obviously told, if you go away , you can’t do Monday’s hash... Gruesome called the pack of
now 30 or so together, started with POOKMAHONE, it was still a call we all knew, so we replied, and
with Scruffy away, Gruesome was in charge, can it get any better than this ???...
Well the Run. First only about 10 runners started, the remainder went walking. Saw the usual suspects,
Snappy, Vaso, Jackoff, plus Twin tub, I think Dole Bludger also and a few others walking off into the
night. Not sure where they ended up.
The run was all downhill away from the now gathering touch players into the darkness, and then some
broken trail with a little bit of bush South I guess. We came out in the Gem Fields estate, Diamond ,
Topaz, think we ended up on Sapphire for a regroup after about 15 minutes. I did take chalk, like a
good trail master, lucky I did; at the re-group, JC caught up with the pack, a few back tracks to
Tallowwood Place and another re-group Bugs turned up. So those whingers who always complain
about not having a corrected trail, can ____ off. The trail wound around what I understand is the
three peaks run (Skinnychino runners would understand). I am not sure how we ended back in White
Hill reserve, other than we did catch up with both Leach and Kimbies. Later I was called upon to drag
Kimbies out of the mud he fell into along the hill top ridge. All the runners got back in under 45
minutes , so that was OK, except for LEACH (Damage Listed), who had his knee’s blow up trying to
climb up the very slippery grassed and slop back to the touch fields. I am sure that he will be in need
of a medico, so Miles your name suits , please don’t set a run called Graves, I am sure you will get
no one to turn up.
Runners included xxxx, Craft, JC Bugs, Brengun, Even Optus, Ringbark, Tinkerbell, not sure who else
was running, so if I missed you sorry, add your own name in later.
Run, (Pussy G - don’t hang around with your dad on Monday nights) 7/10
Food, Burnt Snags, 4/10 The bread was good.
Overall 6.5 / 10 Not Run of the year.. sorry Miles…
Klinging

